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VALUE OF CO-OPERATION BETWEEN BOMBED TOWNS

The Minister of Health, Mr. Ernest Brown, addressing the annual

conference of the National Association of Local Government Officers in

London today, said that the strain of war conditions on local government
was being intensified by the increasing demand for man-power. "I know”

said Mr. Brown, "of whole departments of some authorities which are being

run by one or two senior officers, who may themselves be near the ago of

retirement, with temporary staffs. Throughout the local government world

conditions similar to these, though naturally varying in stress and strain

according to the ages of the staff concerned, can he found."

It was most creditable to the permanent and temporary staffs that

the vital work of local government and public health had been not only

kept going in these conditions hut extended and intensified all round.

”The ordinary man and woman, who are apt to take highly organised
local services for granted, do not yet realise the width and weight of the

work which is done by the staffs in local government offices in all parts
of the country - big cities, small towns and rural districts” added Mr.

Brown.

"It is not only the big target areas which have had to face the

urgent problems of the war on the doorstep. Small areas, too, have had

their hands very full. Overnight, small towns which have been regarded as

’safe' areas can come right into the front line. A year ago, Exeter, for

example, was mainly concerned with the heavy problems affecting a reception

area. Then, suddenly, Exeter is called upon
to tackle all the clamorous

problems which follow indiscriminate bombing.

"I would emphasise the extent to which mutual aid has been organised

in advance, between authorities as well as individuals, and promptly and

freely given in time of trouble. Bristol has been a very good neighbour
to Bath in these last few weeks, and Plymouth to Exeter. Once again the

lesson has been the utmost possible preparation in advance.”

Mr. Brown stated that the first man to receive a George Cross was

a member of N.A.L.G.O. and so far, civilian members of the Association

had gained two George Grosses, 14 George Medals and 57 other awards.
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